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Advertising and the man who works in advertising have long been the

'subjects of criticism in American society. Advertising is said to promise

and then disappoint, to persuade and betray, aid to trade public well-being

for personal profit; the public is afraid of being brainwashed, tanipulated

and having its children led astray. It is common to blame the human element

in advertising, the man who chooses advertising as a profession, as the supreme

ogre.

The mass media have often reinforced 'this oRinion. Movies, playi, novels

and tales from admen seem to present a consistently negative image of the ad-

vertising executive.

The growing concern with consumerism in America has prompted an es-

pecially uncomplimentary view of advertising men. Both Leo Burnett and E.B.

Weiss have expressed concern at the effect this may have on talented young

people already in the business or on those who may have hopedito make ad-

vertising their career choice.1

The reality of this image is, probably, of interest to most admen and

'future admen. Is the advertising man saint or sinner, creative or hard-

nosed businessman, satisfied or unsatisfied in his work?

The image of the modern adman has_been reflected in books, plays, motion-

pictures

I'

and television shows. He seems to be most often portrayed as an

unethical huckster who is more concerned with his own personal welfare than

with anything else. This image has been especially evident in the last ten

to fifteen years since .the dawn of the "Age of Consumerism."

The number of second-ratenovels about the advertising man may be

indeterminable. Lest tlie reader scoff at the uncomplimentary image as being

3
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the exaggerated, sensatiactalwokk of lad-grade novelists, it should be

noted that the image is constant throughout the media - -in books, plays,.

motion-pictures and television shows.2

While numerous publicopinion polls have been conducted to determine

the image of advertising, there have been very few that have uncovered the

image of the advertising practitioner. This study will examine the existing

public opinion surveys on the advertising man and will incorporate pertinent

portions of studies con the institution of advertising.

Most of these public opinion studies were, however, conducted immediately

following a prosperous decade in American advertising, prior to the rise of

our "Ralph Nader America." According to numerous articles in the advertising

trade publication, Advertising Age, the rise of consumerism has caused a.

serious "shakedown" in the advertising business: admen have a poorer mese

media image than ever before; there are more admen drop-outs than ever be=

fore; and fewer young people are being attracted to advertising as a career.?

A In order to determine if the adman is perceived negatively among a

grou'Of students at The Pennsy/Vania State Unitersity, opinio4'survey

.

among advertising majors was conducted.

This study should prove interesting not only to those in the advertising

business ,<' but especially to those who educate the futureaften. E.B. Weiss,

a long-time opinion leader among advertising personnel, expressed concern

about the future of advertising in light of a discontent among young people
. .

interested in the business:

.\\. ....the image creator has an even poorer public image ri ght
in'ow (1970) among more opinion leaders than ever before. Indeed,

right now advertising may*actually have a less appealing public

i.
,

4
.

.

_image with our more intelligent public segments. than is true, of

any other major part of the business community.$.

-. ..

4
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There is little doubt that this is especially true
with respect to the more intelligent and better educated-
among our younger generations. In this age of youth revolt,
that alone spells trouble for tpe future of advertising in
the new society that is evolvihg.4

The'advertising'man'e image will first be examined through public
ti

opinion polls conducted by others; then the Pennsylvania State' University

stgly presented.

Public Opinion Polls Aboug,Advertising As An Institution

The first and one of the most massive studies was conducted by Neil

H. Borden in conjunction with the Harvard Business School. Respondents

reacted to ten economic, social and content statements about advertising;

no statements were posed as to the personality or traits of the advertising

man: At 4>time (1930's) when it has been.shown that criticis of advertising

and the adman was rather high, Borden found surprisingly posi joie attitudes

toward the institution of advertising. Criticism rested largely on the

economic instability of the times.5

The George Gallup "Studies of Consumer ation conducted.in 1939.,

and 1940 also did not include questions on to adman but centered largely

on social and economic effects of advertising. The results of this study

seem to paint a much more, negative picture of the public view of adVertising

than Neil Borden's study during virtually the sane time period. Eighty-one

percent believed advertising sometimes led people to buy things they did

not want or could not afford; 49 percent favored compulsory government grade

labeling; 64 percent thought there was too great a difference between manu-

facturing costs and retail costs; 51 percent favored stricter control of

advertising content.6
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Two studies conducted for the Association ofNaticnal Advertisers

in 1942 and 1945 revealed positive attitudes toward advertising in World

War II. A large majority found advertising important to the war effort,

and 50 percent thought institutional advertising was important during war

years. 7

Pr study on "-Consumer Attitudes Toward Distributioi" was undertaken

/ in 1946-1947 by the Committee on Consumer RelAtions in Advertising. "The

attitudes of about 1,600 Americans toward current (1946-1947) advertising

te.and marketing practiced, including advertising and its lationship to our

economic system, the cost of advertising, information and truth in advertising,

and advertising appeals" were investigated.8 No questions on the adman

were included. Results nf,the study indicated a general support of the

economic 'aspect of advertising, but the public believed it did increase

retail prices., Advertising was still considered somewha misleading, but

not as much so as 'it had ben in pre-war polls.9

In late 1950 Professor Kenneth Dameron questioned 594 te4chers and.
a-

housewives on the economic and content aspects of advertising. While 41'

percent said there was a,trend to more truthful advertising, Printer's Ink

reported, "Yet it is significant that even in these.polls, where advertising

is looked upon most fa'vorably,by the public, there is a grim undercurrent

of criticism."10 A large majority wanted more information in ads and thought

advertising encouragecfrieople to by things they did not want or could, ct

afford.11 Thirty-four percent thought advertising was
if

in "bad taste."12

Another study of the early 1950's was "conducted by mail with the

1,500 faMilies.in the Macfadden Wage Earner Forum panel and distributed
1

.

.through the United States'in proportion to wage-earner concentration
(
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(husband's. occupation the determinant.)"13 Bauer and Greyser reported

that a favorable view of advertising was indicated by this study; the

criticism centered on lack of informati in ads, but general economic and

social aspects of advertising were rated 'favorably. 14

A poll taken in Califorhia in 7.953 re sled comparable results. Ad-

vertising was viewed as generally beneficiallto our society, but a majority

thought advertising increased prices and caused people to buy thingsothey

did nob-want or could not,afford.19

A Gallup and Robinson "Mirror of America" study, conducted among house-

wives in 1958, once again revealed this /paradox. While generally favorable

in their attitudes toward the economic effects of advertising, the house-

wives overwhelmingly agreed advertising was somewhat dishonest.. Seventi;N.
o

one percent said adverpsing was an insu t to people's intelligence ;, however,

a surprising 86 percent said we were bett off with advertising than with-

out it.16

Gallup Redbook Study conducted in 1959 revealed virtually the same

results; hoWever, it also showed conclusively for the first time that the

more highly educated had a more Agative ew of advertising than less well

educated counterparts.17

In 1961 a sequel to the Field California Poll of 1953 was undertaken,

The study revealed a somewhat less favorable view of advertising in 1961

than in 1953. "More people were opposed to advertising on specific issues

than eight years earlier."18

Arising from concern of score admen over the image of advertising, the

American Association of AdVertising Agencies sponsored Hill & Knawlton's

Attitude Survey of Opinion Leaders in 1961.19 Members of the academic.com-

7
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munity,.business executives, clergymen, editors and government officials

were questioned on, various social and economic aspects of advertising.

While an overwhelming majority found advertising a productive force in

the ecdnomy, content and lackof information were criticized, and clergy-

men expressed concern over "advertising's dedication to '

A

and profit

Louis Harris and Associates' Study of the Attitudes of CoAmunity Leagers

Toward the Advertising Industry, conducted in 1962, showed nearly identical

results. Economic aspects Were generally regarded as positive, while content

and lack of information were often held in disregard.
21

In 1962 the Harvard Business Review studies the attitudes of 2,400,

business executives toward advertising. 22 Once again, this group saw ad-

vertising as extremely important economically, but they were more negative

concerning the social aspects of advertising. Business executives often

- thought advertising persuaded people to "buy things they should not buy,"

and they generall reed standards and quality should be upgraded.23

The most recent and the most extensive study of the, public's view of

advertising was conducted by Raymond,A. Bauer and Stephen A. Greyser in 1967.

Sponsored by the Harvard Business School and the American Association of

Advertiding Agencies, this comprehensive. nationwide study, examined many

aspects of the social, economic and informational criticisms of advertising.

The study did not, however, examine any criticism or opinions on the admen.

Bauer and Greyser, in their summary of overall attitudes of Americand toward
3.

advertising, found 41 percent favorable toward advertising in general. The

remaining Americans were either mixed, indifferent or unfavorable in their

opinions. 24 Bauer and Greyser indicated that they found no depline in

advertising's popularity over the 1960's at had been indicated in a British

study of the same perio.25 This seems to be in contest with the Field
.

8
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Californi poll which did see ,a decline in.advertising's popularity from

1953 to 1 61.26 Furthermore, it has been noted that in a 1960, study by

Universal Marketing Research, 55 peicent of the American public was generally

favorable towards advertising, in comparison with Bauer and Greyser's 41

percent. 27

Public Opinion Polls About the Advertising Man

The first (and the only) adman studies concerned primarily with the ,/

public image of the adman appeared in the early 1960's. One study, whose

dual purpose was to determine the public image of the adman and to see whether

that image could be altered by the use of an advertising campaign, was con-

ducted at a midwest university in 1960-1961.28 Admen were labeled imaqin-'

ative, creative, opportunistic, Ivy League, aggressive, materialistic,

colorful, successful, hard-work ng, and conformist; they were not considered

i

responsible, honest, intelligent, .thoughtful of others,.happy, civic minded,

or friendly.
29

Thus, while stud nts did associa some positive traits

with the advertising executive, t ere was an obvious negative undertone.

A more positive view of the a. -n was obtained in 1961 in a "special

survey conducd for Broadcasting The Pulse Inc."30 The 1,000 people

questioned in ten major United State= cities were generally favorable towards

advertising; they labeled the adman 'intelligent/clever," "imaginative/ori-

ginal," "gregarious/extrovert," "ambitious/aggressiye," "well-educated/well-

informed," "good salesman," and "average." Only a few found him a "showman/

actor," "neurotic/nervous," "anxious," "arrogant," or "superficial."31

,

Another study as conducted about the adman in 1961 for Advertising Age.

Admen and their non-advertising neighbors were asked in personally conducted

interviews about the traits of the adman.12 In general advertising men were

more positive in their assessment of fellow Admen than the "neighbors" were.

9
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The "neighbors," representing the public viewpoint, did not consider the

adman a solid citizen or honestand straightforwaid; only a few "neighbort"

saw him as responsible. 33
The "neighbors" considered the advertising man

gs only mildly energetic and bright; however, he was considered original

and creative and interested in ideas. 34 He was extroverted, mildly aggressive;

glib and superficial, but was considered only mildly irresponsible, clannish

and snobbish. 35
However, the public saw the advertising practitioner as

overwhelmingly "Ivy League," opportunistic, neurotic and a heavy drinker.36

No one rated him as the "average man" or considered him dull. It appeared

that the "neighbors" would rather have had just about anybody live next

to them than an adman. 37

Advertising people rated themselves as highly interested in ideas,

original and creative, extroverted, trendsetters, bright young men or women,

energetic and aggressive. 38 They considered themselves glib/superficik,

opportunistic, heayy drinkers, Ivy League, Conservative Republicans, ir-

responsible, and Honest/Straight-forward to a lesser extent than did the

"neighbors.39 Not one adMan consideied himself to be a solid citizen,

an introvert, wishy-washy, an "average man, or dull."

The Study at the Pennsylvania State University

The public opinion studies on the adman were conducted prior to the

ripe of our "Ralph Nader America." According to many, the rise in con-
.,

sumerism has caused a negative image ofddvertising and its practitioners;

admen have a poorer mass media image than ever before, and theie are more

admen drop-outs than ever before. This study at.the Pennsylvania State

University was conducted to determine the image of the admin held by a group

of college advertising majors, the admen of tomorrow, And by a grouP'of

10
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their non-advertising Major "neighbors."

As a model,. the 1961 Market Psychology Inc. study was used; this study

Kas conducted in three suburban areas with a Large population of admen.

Eighty-five.advertising men and eighty of their nbn-advertisinguneighborser

were interviewed. twenty -four traits were substituted into the following

question: "Which industry would someone *ho is.a be most

inclined to get into?" (The traits were: solid cixizen, honest/straight-
.

forward, reliable/responsible, energetic, bright young man/woman, interested

in ideas, trendsetter,'original.and creative, "average man," introvert,

extrovert, aggressive, dull, irresponsible, glib/superficial, wishy-washy,

clannish, snobbish, Ivy League, opportunistic, neurotic, heavy drinker,

liberal Democrat, conservative Republican.) Respondents were asked to assign

one of the following six industries to each trait: banking and finance,

retail business, advertising, teaching- education, manufacturing, and self-
.

employed professional.

Following the Market Psychology Inc. format, advertising majors and

non-advertising majors (their "neighbors") siere questioned at The Pennsylvania

State University. There were 70 advertising majors who "could be reached

through advertising classes. By using a large lecture class, it was possible ;

to obtain an equal number of non-advertising majors. Non-adver0Sing majors

were asked to sign up for the survey until 70 volunteers were obtained.

Unlike the previous study among admen and their neighbors, this study

at The Pennsylvania State University contained questions on specific demo-

graphics. Therefore, two different questionnaires were distributed with "

different questions on demographics for advertising majors and for non-

majcirs; the original personality/trai:t questions remained the same for each

group. 41

The data wa3 first analyzed on a trait by trait basis in descending

1.1
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order of frequenCy of mention by the total sample. To,determine possible

1

differences between categories of the demographic sub- groups, (major/non-

Major, positive/negative view.of advertising, etc.), a Chi-square test was

Used. Tendencies nbted throughout the data will be presented; the differences

are not statistically significant unless designated as such.

Original and Creative

The trait overwhelmingly associated with the adman by the total sample

(ad majors and non-majors) was original and creative. In all categories

the percentage rating for original and creativewas '50 percent or above.

When asked whether they considered advertising a positive or a negative

force in American society, even the majority of the thirty-four respondents

in the total sample who thought advertising was a negative force considered

the advertising map original and creative. There was a statistically sig-

nificant difference in the response of ad majors, versus non-ad marccrs. Fewer

non-majors considered the adman original and creative than majors did (X 2
=

4

7.6136, p( .05-- see figure 1). A larger percentage of females than males

considered admen original and creative, but this difference was not statistically

significant. This tendency was especially evident among non - majors. The

sub-group with fewest respondents who considered'the adman original and

creative was non-majors who held a negative view of'advertising; a larger

percentage of majors with a negative view of advertisilg considered the 'adman

original and creative than did non-majots with a negative view. More non-

majors who knew an adman or an ad major personally found him original and

creative than did those who had no contact with admen. The mass media did

not have any specific effeCt on opinion for the whole sample, but among ad .

majors, 109 percent of those who said the mass media had not affected their

opinion considered theadman original and creative; 70 percent of the ad
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4
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. 4
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1k.
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majors who said advertisinglhad affected their opinions considered the ad-
.

.
1. ....,A

original and creative. Among non - majors) 57.1 percent of those who said
,

$
.

the mass media'had not affected them found the aaman,original an

and 66.7 percent of hose who 'said the media affected their opi nsidered

the adman original aid creative. Among ad majors) tendency to rite -the
,

.adman as original and'creative decreased as term standing increased, but no
.

. .

specific tendency was shown for the total sample or for non- majors. Among

majors and non-majorsja greater number of journalism and advertising courses

taken tended to diminish thefeeling that admen were original and creative.

The largest percentage of non-majors who found the &filen original and creative
.

.

, were business majors, and the smallest percentage were engineers.

Interested,in Ideas

:
ar

Within certain sub-groups) a greater percentagMf the respondents con-

sidered the adman. interested in ideas than original and creative., These

°tse with a negative view-of advertising, those non-majors who did

inotknow,admen, and 'certain term standing sub - groups. The majority of the

total sample considered the advertising nah interested in ideas Slightly
Jv

mofe non-majors than majors considered the adman interested in ideas. A
,

- largerwratio of females tended to be more positive than mqes in.is ,in-

, stance. ,Knowing an adman personally seemed to velittle effect on the

' .

opinion of the n44-majorat A smaller percentage of non-majors who said

..

the

mass media had not affected their opinions c sidered the adman interested

in ideas than did those who had said the media had affected them. As was the

case with original and creativeygenerally as term standing increased, fewer

;respondents among majors and non-majors ranked the adman as interested in

ideas.: *The humber of, journalise or, advertising courses taken lied p obvious

effect Wopinions, but "ighek percentage.of majors and non-majors whohad

.

to.
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any journali vertising courses atiLll thought the adman interested

4

in ideas than those who had none. The largest percentage of non - majors who
.

rated the adman. interested in ideas in Arts and Archltectuie, while

the lowest percentage was in Agriculture and HPER (health, physical education

and recreation): however, at least half 4f those in all the colleges thought

the adm,'Was interested in i eas. No statistically.signifi ant differences

between sub-groups were found this trait.

Trendsetter

The third trait.assc,ciated most. frequently with the adman by the total

sample was trendsetter . Fewer non-majors tended to regard the advertising

man as a trendsetter than d'd the majors or the total Sample: In contrast

td the previous two trai.s, a smaller r o of females were negative in this

instance, and very fel; female min-major ranked admen as trendsetters. There

was a statistically significant difference .b6tween those who had a positive

view of advertising and those who had a negative view of advertising. Those

majors and-non- majors with a negative view of advertising did not consider

tIA

admen trendsetters; even those non-majors with a positive view of advertising

did not usually consider the adman a trendsetter; however, majors with a positive

view did (X2 = 3.794,1 p.1p--see figure2). Knowing admen personally

seemed to have little or no effect on responses to this trait, and the mass

media also had a rather minimal effect. Term standing had no noticeable

effect, but the number of journalism and advertising courses among major9;

did; a larger percentage of advertising majors with two or more journalism

4,

courses thought the adman was a trendsetter than did those with fewer courses;

4

a smaller percentage of those with two or more advertising courses thought the

adman to be a trendsetter than did those who had fewer than three advertising

courses. Among non-majors, those who had journalism courses seemed unaffected,



but proportionately more of those who had no advertising courses found the

Amen to be a trendsetter than did those who had one. The Ireateet percentage

of respondents who considdred-the adman a trendsett er were business majors,

while the smallest percentage were science majors.

Bright Young Man or Woman

The fourth trait most frequently associated with the adman by the total

<"
sample was bright. More majors than non-majors thought the adman was bright.

,A smaller percentage of females than males considered him bright. Considering

the total sample,.a potitive or,negative view of advertising had little effect

on the opinion of the responlents; however, a larger proportion of majors

with a negative view of advertising considered the adman bright than did those

,
with a positive view, and a larger percentage of non - majors with a positive

view of adveAising considered the adman bright than those with a negative

view did. A ferger ratio of non-majors who did not know an adman'personally

considered admen in general as being bright than did those who did not know

one. There was a statistically significant difference between those who said

the media affected their opinion of admen and those who said it did not

(X2 = 5.5275, p.05--see Figure 3). MoA majors who claimed the mass media

had no effect on their opinions found the adman to ,be bright, whereas a greater

proportion of non-majors who claimed the mass media had affected them Aught

the adman was bright. ,A greater number of journalism courses seemed to re-
A

sult in a more unfavorable opinion of the,adman in this instance, but'the

number of advertising courses had a minimal effect. A greater proportion of

non-majors who had either journalism or advertising, courses found the a

II

to be brighter than did those who had none. Term standing had little effect
.

a on the total sample or on majors, but as term standing increased a larger

15
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percentage of non-majors thought the adman-was bright. The greatest per-
.

centage of respondents who considered the adman bright were in liberal arts,
- 6

;A:T:

and the smallest percentage were'in agriculture.

Energetic
'4

The trait next most fregu attributed to the adman by the total

,

sample was energetic. There was a statistically significant difference be-

tween

..,

the responses of majors and non-majors. Majors mentioned this trait

more often than non - majors in reference to the adman (X2 = 7.7, p4.05--see

figure 4). 'In general, a smaller percentage of males than females considered

the adman energetic. 'There wips a statistically significant difference between

those with a positive view of advertising and those with a negative view. A

_ -

greater proportion of respondents with a negative view of advertising found
.

the adman energetic than did thosEk'with a positive view of advertising

(X? = 5.3076, p< .05--see figure 5). The mass media'had minimal influence

on opinio7 except in the-case Of non-majors;,a smaller proportion of non-
",

majors whO claimed the media did not affect their opinions found the adman

energetic than did those non-majors who said the media affected their opinions.

A large pe centage of n - majors who did not know an adman or major personally

(thoug the adman to energetic tnan did those who knew an 'adman or an ad

..-

major.. Among majors, a largeratio who had fewer than two courses in ad-

vertisi g thought the adman was energetic than did those who,had more ad-

vertising courses, but the n 0.urnalism courses had little effect.
p

. , ....

A smaller percentage of non-majors who had either journalism or advertising

% . .

courses thought the 'adman elpergetic thfp did those who had no courses in the

journalism department. As term standing increased, a smaller proportion of

majors thought tillipedmap was energetic than did their lower term counter,

.,parts; a generally larger percentage of non-majors felt the adman was energetic

1*

o C

.
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,
asterm standing increased. .The largest ratio of non - majors Who found the adman

to be energetic were science majors, while the smalle4t percentage were,in Artp

and Architecture and Human Development.

Extrovert

The sixth trait most frequently associated withWthe adman by the total sa131ple
, f. .

l

was-extroverted. Once again, more majors than min:-majors considered the adman

to be an extrovert.- A smaller proportion of females than males thought the adman

.;'

to be an extrovert. There was a statistically significant difference between

those who had a positive view of advertising and those who tad a negative view of

adverti4g in their>response to this question. A smaller percentage of majors

who had a negative view of advertising found the adman to be an extrovert than did

those who held a positive view of advertising, but among non-majors the difference

was minimal (X
2 = '7.7631, p<.01--.see figure 6). In general, among the sub-group

-1 -?(

_

that said the media had affected their opinions+a larger proportion found the

adman to be an extrovert than did those who said the media had not affected their

opinlons. A.smaller'percentage of those who did not know an adman or ad major

,personally thoulhtadmen were extroverts than did those who did not know one.

larger proportion of non-majors who had taken advertising courses thought admen

were extroverts than did those non-majors who had not taken any advertising

cotirses; but journalism courses seemed to have little effect oh the respondents;

among majors, a larger percentage of those who had taken more journalism courses

tholi§ht the adman was an extrovert than did those who had taken fewer journalism

.

courses, but advertising courses seemed to have little effect. A smaller pro-
..

portion of advertising majors tend to find the adman an extrovert as `term standing

increased; non-majors showed a generally opposi*e trend. The largest percentage

of respondents who found the adman to be an extrovert were in agriculture and the.'
A

smallest were in HPER.

117
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Aggressive

The traftmentioned seventh most frequently by the total sample was aggressive.

More majors than non-majors considered the. adman to be aggressive, but the dit-'

feFence was not significant. In general, proportionately more females than males
.

.

found the adman to be aggressive. Among the total sample
)
a positive or a negative

view of advertising did-not seem to affect the respondents' opinion on the ag-7,

gressiveness of the adian;thowever, greater proportion of majors with a neq-

ative view of advertising considered the adman aggressive than did those non-majors

with a positive view of advertising. There: was a statistically significant

difference in the responses of those who said the mass media affected their, opinion
I r

and those who said it did not. Of the total sample, a smaller percentage of,those"
'.%

who said the mass media did not affect their opinion of the adman found the adman

aggressive than did those who said It did; majors agreed with the total sample, but

wnon-majoiconsidered the opposite to be true. (X2 = 4.286, p< .65--see figure 7)

smaller proportion of non-majors who did not know.ad,adman or ad major person#11y

thought admen, in general,,,to be more-aggre-ssive than did those who knew one. There

was a statistically significant difference in Opinions of those non-majors who

took journalism or advertising courses and,those who did not. A greater proportion

who had taken either journalism or advertising courses thought the adman to be

aggressive than did those non-majors who had taken none-(X
2

= _ 8.706, ee

figure 8). Among ad majors, the greater the number of journalism courses' taken,

the more respondents considered the adman aggressive, the,greater the number of

advertising courses taken, the less the respondents considered him aggressiVb. Term

standing did not seem to have a'significant effect on the.responges of any group,

but among majors a gradual decrease in aggzessiveness associated with the adman

appeared as term standing increased. The greatest percentage of non-majors who

found the adman aggressive welp in business. The smallest percentage were in

English and education.

18
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Glib/Superficial
4

Glib/superficial was the eighth trait most frequently associated with

the adman by the total sample. A statistically significant difference was

noted ).Detween the responses of majors and non majors. More non-majors at-
,

'tributed this trait to the adman than did non-majors (X2 = 2.7185, p4(:10-

see figfire 9). .Sex did not'seem to affect responses except in the-case,of

females who were not advertising majors. A smaller proportion found the ad-

man glib/superficial-than did their male counteriarts. n all case those

who had a positive view of advertising considired the, adman glib/superficial
1

,proportionately less frequently than did those who Had,a negative vied of

advertiiing. Knowing an adman personally hid a negligible effect on the
Or

response of the non-majors; the mass media had no noticeable effect on the

total sample, but a larger percentage of majors who said the media had in=
5

fluenced their opinion of the adman found the advertising man to be glib/

0 .

superficial than dicthose who said the media did not affect them, while

fewer non-majors who said the media affected them found the adman to be 4lib/.

'superficial than did those non-majors who gaid.the media had trot affected

them. The more journalisM and advertising courses the majors had taken,

the larger percentage of respondents considered the adman to be glib/superficial,

while a higheprdportion of non-majors who had no jodinalism or advertising
ti

coursed' found the adman to be glib/superficial than those who had takey such

courses. As'term standing increased,'a larger gercentag of the total sample

found the adman to be glib/superiicial. They highest ratio of respondents who

found the adman to be glib/superficial were in agriculture, and the smallest

ratio were in education.

Liberal Democrat

The trait ninth most frequently attributed to the adman by the total .

.
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sample was liberal democrat/ once again, more majors considered the adman a

liberal democrat than did non-majordt The sex of the respondents had no

effect on their answers. There was a statistically significant aifference"

between opinions of those who had a positive view and those who had,a negative

view. A.'greater percentage of majors who had 'a positive stew of 'advertising

considered the adman a liberal defitocrat than did those who had a negative viesi

but 'the'opinion of non:majors was unaffected by their v iew of advertising
F

(X
2

= 3.074, p<.10--see figure 10). In the'total sample amid among non-majors;

a greater percentage who saidithe mass media affected,tteir:opinion of the

adman overwhelmingly found the advertising man a liberal democrat than did

those who said the media did not bias them, however among majors the oppcsite

.

case was true. Over 50 percent of the non-majors who said the media had

affected. them found the adman to be a liberal democrat; 14.3 percent of

,non-majors who said the media did not affect the found the adman to be,ai,)

liberal democrat. Those who knew admen thought the adman was a liberal

democrat more often than those who did not know one. The number of course

in either journalism or advertising had relatively 1 e-effect on the

opinions of the respondents, but a mil tendency indicated the more journalism

/7
courses taken, the more the respondefit'co sidereq the adman a liberal demo-

crat/ the more advertising courses taken, t less likely the respondent was

to'consider the adman a liberal democrat. Non-majors who had either journalism

dr advertising courses did not think the adman,,was a liberal democrat as

often as those who had none. Term standing dienot affect opinions on'thi:s

"question/ the greatest proportion of non-majors who found the adman to be a

liberal democrat were in arts and' architecture, while the smallest Propor-

tion were in liberal arts.

Neurotic

The trait to most frequently associated with the adyertising maw by

20
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the total sample was neurotic; a significantly larger number of advertising

' majors considered the adman neurotic than did non-majors CK = 19-27, p4. :001--
-..,:

(---

''s1-
..- see figure 11). Seijiad no obvious effeCts on opinions. There was a sta-

i .
41 cally significant difference between those Who had a positive vie/ of,

,

I

advertising and those,who bad a negative view.of advegtising in their kisponses 4

to this trait. 136th majors and non-majors with a positive view of advertising .

considered the .adman neurotic; the largest number of respondents who con-

sidered the adman neurotic wereiad majors who had a positive view of advertising

(X2 = 2.9006, p<.10=-4see figure 12). The mass media effect did not _Seem to

Vinfl.uence opinion except in the case of majors who claimed it did not affect
;.

them; a greater percentage found the adman neurotic than did those who said

the media did1not affect them. Knowing an adman personally also.had no

noticeable effect on the responses of non-majors. A smaller percentage of

non- majors who had taken journalism courses considered the adman neurotic

( ,

than did those who had taken none; among majors, the more journalism or ad-
41a

vertising courses taken, the more the respondents considered the neurotic.

Term stand ing had little noticeable effect except among majors where a larger

pftgoortion found the adman neurotic as term standing increased; the greatest

'percentage of non-majors who found thelqaman neurotic were in engineering; the

smallebt perdentage were in business and agriculture.
00

Opportanistic

The'eleventh trait, most frequently associated with the advertising *an

by the total sample was opportunistic. There was a statistically significant

difference between the responses' of majors and non-majors. More "advertising

majors that non-majors considered the adman an opportunist (X2 = 4.229, pi...05--

see figure 13). A larger proportion of females than males considered the adman

91
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an opportunist. 'A positive or negative view of advertising did not seem to

affect respondents, but knowing an adman personally did; a smaller ratio of

non-majors who knew an adman found him an opportunist than did those who

did not know oxle. A larger percentage who said the media shad affected their

opinions found the adman to be an opportunist than did those who said it'did

not affect them. A smaller proportion of majors who had taken more journalism

courses considered the adman an opportunist than did those who,had taken Only

a few, but a gr4ter percentage who had taken more advertising courses fo4n0

the adman,an oppqrtunist than did those who ad taken less. Journalism or

advertising courses had a negligible influence on the responses of,non-majors.

Term standing also did not affect the opinion non-majors, but as term

standing increased among majors, they decreasingly found the advertising op-

portunistic. The greatest ratio' of non - major's who considered the adman op-:

portunistic werein liberh arts, the smallest percentage were "in human

develOpment, HPER and engineering.

Heavy Drinker

Over 20 percent of the total sample consid re the adman a heavy drinker;

.0
more ad majors than non - majors thought this trait was attributed to the adman

cd

(X2(X - 8.1, pe...001--see figure 14). In general, a larger percentage of males

X 4 than femalesthought the adman was a heavy drinker. There was a significant

difference in opinions between those who hacla positive view of advertising

and those who had.a negative view. Those with a negative view considered the

adman a heavy drinker more than those with & positive view did (X2 = 3.141,

p4.10--see figure 15). Knowing an adman personally had little effect on the

opinions of non-majors. There was a significant difference in the responses

of those wh.a. said the media 4ad affected their responses and those who said
*

it did not. Among majors, those who said the media had not affected their
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A

an opportunist. A positive or negative view of advertising did not seem to

affect respondents, but knowing an adman personally did; a smaller ratio of

non-majors who knew an adman fotAnd him an opportunist than did those who

did not know orie. A larger percentage who said the media had affected their

opinions,found the adman to be an opportunist than did those who said

t.
not affect them. A smaller proportion of majors who had taken more journalsm

courses consider the adman an opportunist than did those who had taken only

a few, but a gre4er percentage who had taken more advertising courses found

the adman an oppoOrtunist than did those whc4ad taken less. Journalism or

advertising courses had a negligible influence on the responses of non-majors.

Term standing also did not affect the opinions of-non-majors, but as term

standing increased among majors, they decreasingly found the advertising op-
% , ba

?,1

portunistic. The greatest ratio of non-majors who considered the adman op-,

portunistic weze tin liberal) arts, the smallept percentage were "In human

development, HPER and engineering.

Heavy Drinker

Over 20 percent of the total sample conbid red the adman a heavy drinker;

ots,

more ad majors than non-Majors thought this trait was attributed to the adman

(X2 = 8.1, p(.001--see figure 14).. In geniial, a larger percentage of males
Cf,

N. 4
than females, thought the adman was a heavy drinker. There was a significant

difference in opinions between those who'had,a positive view of "advertising

and those who had a negative view. Those with a negative view considered the

adman a heavy drinker more than those with a.positive view did (X2 = 3.141

p4;.10--see figure 15). Knowing an adman personally had little effect on the

opinions of non-majors., There was a significant difference in the responses

of those who said the media had affected their responses and those who said
P

it did not. Among majors, those who said -dre media had not affected their

r.
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) opinion considered the adman a heavy drinkerto of greater degree than did

those who said the-media had affected :their opinions, but among non -major

the findings were the opposite (X
2 = - 2.986, p(,10--see figure 16). A larger 6

(I'

percentage of non-majors who had taken journalism or advertising courses

considered the adman a heavy drinker than did those who had taken none; the
,

more, journalism andadvertising courses the majors had taken, the more likely

they were to consider the advertising man a heaFy drinker. As term standing

increased, a larger ratio of majors found the adman a heavy drinker, but non-

majors saw little difference as term standing increased. The greatest per-

centageof non-ma/ors who thought the adman was a heavy drinker were in liberal

arts, while education, agriculture, HPER and engineering majors did not find

t the adman a heavy drinker at all.

Irresponsible

The next trait associated with the adman was'irresponsible, There was

no difference between the responses of majors and non- majors, but a slightly

larger percentage of males than females considered the adman irresponsible.,

A larger ratio of majors with a negative view of the adman found him ir-

responsible than did those With a positive view, but this made little difference

in the responses of non - majors. In generalja larger proportion who said the

mass media had not affected their opinion found the 'advertising man irresponsible

r 3 .

than did those who said it had a higher percentage of non-majors who did not

know an adman also found the adman irresponsible than did those who did know

one. No non - major's who had taken journalism or advertising courses found the

adman irresponsible, but a larger ratio oflajors who had taken a greater number'.

of journalism or advertising course's thought the adman was irresponsible thin

did those who had not taken as many. Term standing had littlI4Offect on the

.

p.

responses of non-majors, but a slightly greater percentage of.majors considered
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the adman irresponsible as term standing increased. The largest percentage

of non-majors who found the adman irresponsible were in HPER; no one in ed-

ucation,
4ucation, businespri agriculture, human development and arts and architecture

did.

Wishy-Washy

The fourteenth trait most frequently associated with the adman by the

total sample was,wishy-washy. There was a statistically signifidant difkerence

between the responses of majors and non-majors. More non-majcrs than majors

attributed this trait to the adman (X2 = 4.7726, p4(.05--see figure 17). A

slightly larger proportion of males than females considered the adman wishy-

washy. A statistically/ significant difference was found between the responles

.

of those.who had a negative, view of #dVertising and those who -had a,pcsitive

view; among majors, those with a positive view of advertising considered the

adman more wishy-washy than those with a negative view did, but.among non-

majors, the opinions were diiectly opposite (X2 = 3.359, p4C.10--see figure 18).

A slightly la ratio of those who knew an adman personally considered him

wishy-washy tc-n'dA those who did not know an adman or ad major. Among both

majors and non-majors, a greater percentage of those who said the mass media

had affected their opinion found the adman wishy-washy than those who said'
. .

the media had not affected their opinion-did. Among ad majors, term standing

....122g little effect, but among non-majors as term standing increased, a greater

percentage of respondents found'the adman wishy-washy. Those non-majors who

had not taken any journaliSm or advertising courses found the adman to be

r
wishy-washy more than those who had not taken 1py journalism or advertising

courses, but'ar;4g ad majors a greater proportion of those with two or fewer
14.

.journalism courses found the adman wishy-washy than did those with three or

,11
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more such courses. The bpposite tendency appeared when the number of ad-

.

vertising courses Were considered. A higher tatio of,engineering majors

and science majors considered the_adman wishy-washy than did any of the other.

groups of non-majors.

The remainder, of the twenty-four traits were associated with the adman

by less than seven percent of the total sample, and in general, demographit

differences produced no significant differences or fluctuations in responses.

No one considered the adman to be a solid citizen, conservative republican,

an average man, or dull.

A large majority of the total sample had a positive view of .advertising;

more advertising majors had a positive, view of admen than nc3cajors did
:Yew

(X2 = 7.5337, p4..05iLsee figure 19). Id response to the question of the

desirability of'havi;ng an adman'as a next-door neighbor, or marrying one's

sister, most respondientsidid notLwant an adman. There wasa statistically

significant difference between majors and non-majors in response 'to the

question of having an adman as a next-door neighbor. More majors than non-

macors wanted an adman neighbor (X2 = 4.4648, p<.05--see figure 20). The

general trend was the same as for most of the other traits: more admen wanted

another adman as a next-door neighbor or to marry their sisters than non-

majors did.

'Tendencies

Many of the aforementioned findings were based on sub-iample demographic

groups that were quite small due to their specific nature; therefore, while

they, may not be statistically significant, they can be useful in citing certain

tendencies.

Two trhits were associated'with the adman by 50 percent or more of the

25
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total sample -- original and creative and interested in ideas. -Non-majors

also associated these traits with the adman4ibdt 50 percent of the majors

considered the adman not only original and creative and interested in ideas

but trendsetter and energetic. One of the most obviomitendencies is that

advertising majors tended to be more opinionated about admen than non- majors

or the total sample were. In practically all instances the majors, associated

each trait with the adman to a higher degree than non-majors or the total

sample did.

In light of this, it may be more, appropriate to'review the top five

tits mentioned by each grOup in order to determine each sub - sample's opinion

of the adman In this case the top five traits associated with the adman

by 'majors ind.non varied little with the total sample. The one ex-
,

ception was in the case of non-majors who attributed one negative trait to

the adman among the top f4 ive.' Among the total sample and ad majors, the top .

five traits attributed t9pthe adman were all positive:'original and creative,

ihtereSted'in ideas, trendsetter, bright, and energetic; the top five traits

/N
the non-majors associated with the adman were original and creative, interested

in ideas, trendsetter, bright, and glib/superficial. In other words, non-
.

majors had a Slighily more negative opinion of the adman than majors or the

total sample did. All groups did seem tocagree on what the adman is not:

'at introvert; a solid citizen, a conserve tive Republican, an iverage man, or dull.

Since six professions were used in ,conducting the survey, theoretically

each profession would have scored 16.7 percent on a strictly chance dispribution.

so.
It appears that using this criterion, the total sample and, advertising majors

attributed more negative traitsto the adz* than did non-majors. The total
%

sample and ad majors attributed the-following negative traits to the adman:/

neurotic, heaVy drinker, opportunistiC,.and glib/superficial. The only neg-



I

ative trait associated with the adman by the non - majors was glib/superficial
v,

u sing the 16.7 criterion). The positive or neutral traits associated with

the adman by all gro Weie the same--original and Creative, interested in

ideas, trend6iter, bright, energetic, extrovert, aggressive, and liberal

Democrat. *

Conclusions

In general, this small-scale study at The Pennsylv'ania State University

indicated the same tendencies as most of the previoRbly conduoted public

opinion polls on the adman. The results

totally negative, and therefore they ma

analyst ome would view the,rank ord

outlook,, In all instances eight of\th

The trait most associated with the a

consideied him interesteilin.ideas, tr

/

extroverted. HoWever,Ithe same

neither totally positive or

effused differently by diffekent

sting of traits with a positive

ten traits are generally positive.

s Original and creative, and most-..,

ndsetter, bright, energetic, and

e of negativism appeared tb be present

at The Pennsylvania Stat University asiwas indicated in,past public opinion

ttudies. Despite the fact that some, positive traits were ass() iated with. the ,

adman bylhe-Pennsylvania State thAmexA/#4 students, there was a grim imdet-

current of criticism. A large percentage also consicred the adman glib/,

superficial, neurotic, aggressive, opportunistic and a heavy drinker; these

,negative opinions often become,more obvious as 0
standing increased es-

pecially among ad majors. '0*

This is perhaps the trend that has brought concern to opinion leaders

like E.B. "Weiss who complained that fewer young people were chowing advertising

4

as a career 'and to,educators,who claimed that the single most important problem

with teaching advertising in universities today is "general student feelina

that'advertising.is not quite respectable."42 1
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l'Sow Do You Sell Advertising to Today's 'Critical' Youth?,"
Advertising Age, June 39, 1967, p. 84.

2E3amples of:negative media portrayals include:
The Arrangement--by Elia Kazan: book and :notion picture
"Bewitched " -- television dhow-1960's ,

"Say, Derling"--broadway play
pet Hucksters --by Ftederic Wakeman: bookend, notion picture

./
3Available data as to ,the number of The Pennsylvania State

University stOdents who chose advertiaing as a maj in the last 10
years indicates that between 1967 and 1971, Advertsing Showed a 20%
decrease in majors, while Journalism showed a 64% increase and Broadcast
a 400% increase.

4E.B. Weiss, "Ad World's Young Potential Rebels Copping Out,"
Advertisng Age, Dec. 7,. 1970, p. 40.

5Neil B. Borden, 'theEconnsiicEffects of Advertising (Chicago: Richard
D. Irwin, 1942), Ch. 26.

6Raymond A. Bauer & Stephen A. Greyser, Advertising in America: The
Consumer View (Bost= Division of Research, (radiate School of Business
Administraticavilmnrard-University, 196?), P. 397.

7Ibid., P. 199.

8Ibid., p. 399.

91.bid., p. 400.

10"Thunder on the Right," Printer's Ink, Men 7, 1952, p. 54.

11/bid., pp. 54-55.

12BaUer and Greyser, op. cit., p. 400.

13Ibid., p. 400.

14Ibid., p.'400.

151bid., p. 401.

161bid., p. 401.

17Ibid., p. 402.

18Ibid., p. 401.

19Ibid., p. 403.
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.201bid., p. 404.

21rbid., p. 404.

22Ibid., p. 405.

.23Ibid. p. 405. Also, Stephen A. Greyser, "Businessmen Re Advertising,".
Harvard Business Review, May-,June, 1962, pp. 20+.

2 4 P 91.

25Ibid., pi. 391. =-

26Ibid., p.'401.

27Ibid., pp. 402 -403.

28
"Attitudes of College Students Toward Advertising and Advertising

Careers," The A.A.A.A. MithiganCtuncil Survey presented to A.A.A.A.
Nov. /r 1962. (Survey conducted 1960-61).

5-L.1 291hid.

30 "Advertising's Image a Shiny One," Broadcasting, Apr..17, 1961, p. 27.

31Ibid., p. 29. it

32"What Rind of Person is an Adman?" AA Probes Ad Practitioners and
Their Suburban Neighbors," Advertising Age, Mar. 27, 1961, pp. 87-96 (Study
by Market Psychology Inc.)

ti

331bid., pp. 87-96.

34/bid., p. 88.

351bid., p. 88.

36Ibid., p. 88.

371hid., p. 88.

38Market Psychology Inc. study, tiab.

4°/bid.

411n the study at The Pennsylvania State University, both majors and
non-majors were asked the following demographic information: major, sex,

q positive or negative view of advertising, did mass media affect their image
of the adman, teen standing.

in particular, were asked had many journalism ak-advertising
OCIurses have taken.

7
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Ntw-majors we fsked if theyliOad known adrran or aa major personally,

if they had taken any journalism and/or oourses and for their
.

major oollege. . AS
la

42The reader may review the past public Opinion studies which reveal
this trend.

The test conducted at the Uhiversity'of Michigan (see footnote 28)
revealed positive attitudes such as imaginative, creative, colorful, success-

given to admen by student respondents. Students also considered the adman
not responsible, nothonest, not intelligent, not thoughtful of others, not
happy, not civicroindKand not friendly.
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